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Abstract  

Background: We previously developed an African-ancestry-specific polygenic hazard score 

(PHS46+African) that substantially improved prostate cancer risk stratification in men with 

African ancestry. The model consists of 46 SNPs identified in Europeans and 3 SNPs from 8q24 

shown to improve model performance in Africans. Herein, we used principal component (PC) 

analysis to uncover subpopulations of men with African ancestry for whom the utility of 

PHS46+African may differ.  

Materials and Methods: Genotypic data were obtained from PRACTICAL consortium for 6,253 

men with African genetic ancestry. Genetic variation in a window spanning 3 African-specific 

8q24 SNPs was estimated using 93 PCs. A Cox proportional hazards framework was used to 

identify the pair of PCs most strongly associated with performance of PHS46+African. A 

calibration factor (CF) was formulated using Cox coefficients to quantify the extent to which the 

performance of PHS46+African varies with PC.  

Results: CF of PHS46+African was strongly associated with the first and twentieth PCs. 

Predicted CF ranged from 0.41 to 2.94, suggesting that PHS46+African may be up to 7 times 

more beneficial to some African men than others. The explained relative risk for PHS46+African 

varied from 3.6% to 9.9% for individuals with low and high CF values, respectively. By cross-

referencing our dataset with 1000 Genomes, we identified significant associations between 

continental and calibration groupings.  

Conclusion: We identified PCs within 8q24 that were strongly associated with performance of 

PHS46+African. Further research to improve clinical utility of polygenic risk scores (or models) 

is needed to improve health outcomes for men of African ancestry  
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Introduction  

 Polygenic hazard score (PHS) models can test for associations between genetic variants 

and the age at diagnosis of prostate cancer1,2. These models generate personalized estimates 

of risk that can be used to guide decisions on whether and when to offer screening to men3–5. 

However, development of polygenic models have often included only individuals of European 

genetic ancestry6,7, which could potentially lead to greater prostate cancer disparities. This is a 

particular concern for prostate cancer. For example, African American men are more likely than 

other men in the United States to develop prostate cancer, have a younger age of diagnosis, 

and are more than twice as likely to die from their prostate cancer as white men8.  

 PHS46, a model for prostate cancer trained exclusively in men of European ancestry, 

was found to be roughly half as effective in African men as in Europeans and Asians9. Similar 

trends were observed for other polygenic scores6, highlighting the need for increased 

diversification of large-scale genome studies in order to address this disparity7 in clinical utility. 

Furthermore, studies have suggested that inequities in the performance of polygenic risk scores 

may exacerbate disparities for individuals and communities that are already under-represented 

in research10. In an effort to develop more equitable PHS models, our group recently developed 

an African-ancestry-specific PHS model (PHS46+African)11, that substantially improved upon 

the performance of PHS46.  

PHS46+African consists of 46 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that were 

identified in Europeans, together with 3 additional SNPs located on the 8q24 chromosome. 

These three SNPs, herein referred to as African-specific, were found to uniquely improve 

performance of the PHS model in men of African genetic ancestry (African men). The term 

“African-specific” is not meant to confer any information on the relative allele frequency of these 

variants. However, given the inherent genetic diversity on the African continent and gene flow 

associated with the African diaspora12, we believe that PHS46+African may benefit certain 
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subpopulations of African men over others. This would have implications for the general utility of 

PHS46+African and provide an opportunity to further improve the model.  

Therefore, we used principal component (PC) analysis to estimate the genetic 

relatedness13,14 of a dataset of men of African genetic ancestry (African dataset) and to 

determine whether the performance of PHS46+African varied along PCs representing local 

genetic ancestry near African-specific SNPs. The PC analysis was conducted on a SNP window 

encompassing the 3 African-specific SNPs and limited to the 8q24 chromosome. In this way, the 

African men are projected onto axes, where proximity is based on patterns of genetic variation 

within this specific section of the genome and agnostic to geographical or social groupings in 

the dataset. We believe that this “local PC” approach13, focusing on 8q24, may uncover 

subpopulations of African men for whom the utility of PHS46+African differs.  

 

Material and Methods  

African-Ancestry Dataset  

 Genotypic and phenotypic data for this study were obtained from the Prostate Cancer 

Association Group to Investigate Cancer Associated Alterations in the Genome (PRACTICAL)15 

consortium. Genotyping was performed using the OncoArray15,16 chip and covered  

444,323 SNPs across the genome. Genotypic data was coded as effect allele counts (0, 1, or 2) 

for each SNP. Phenotypic data consisted of the prostate cancer case/control status, age at 

diagnosis, age at last follow-up, genome-wide principal components, and genotypic ancestry.  

The genotypic ancestry of each individual was previously estimated using 2,318 

ancestry informative markers spanning the entire genome17.Ancestral groupings using SNP 

markers showed good agreement with self-reported race/ethnicity9.  In total, 6,253 men were 

classified as having African genotypic ancestry and were used for this analysis. All contributing 

studies were approved by the relevant ethics committees; written informed consent was 

obtained from the study participants.  
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PHS46+African was estimated for each African individual using the 49 SNPs and their 

respective PHS46+African SNP coefficients from the literature9.  

 

Principal components of 8q24 SNP window 

 Genetic variation within a narrow window surrounding the three 8q24 SNPs was 

quantified using principal component decomposition. An initial selection window of SNPs was 

identified as all SNPs on chromosome 8 lying between the three African-specific 8q24 SNPs in 

PHS46+African or within 15 kbp of those SNPs in either direction (Figure 1). SNPs were 

subsequently removed from this window if the call rate was less than 0.95 or if the SNPs could 

not be cross-referenced against those available on the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 

dataset18. In total, 93 SNPs (Supplementary Table 1) met the selection criteria and constituted 

the local 8q24 window. Missing SNP calls were replaced with the mean of the genotyped data 

for that SNP in the African dataset11,19. Genetic count data were first standardized across the 

dataset (mean of 0, standard deviation of 1) before the first 93 principal components (PC) of the 

8q24 SNP window were estimated using the “pca” function in MATLAB.  

 

Interaction between 8q24 SNP window and PHS46+African 

 For each principal component (PC) of the 8q24 SNP window, a Cox proportional 

hazards model was estimated using the age of onset of any prostate cancer as the time-to-

event (Eq. 1):  

𝐻𝑅 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [(𝛽1 +  𝛽2 × 𝑃𝐶 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑗+2  ×  𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑃𝐶

4

𝑗=1

) ×  𝑃𝐻𝑆46 + 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛 ] 

where HR is the hazard rate, 𝛽1 is the coefficient of PHS46+African, 𝛽2 is the coefficient of the 

interaction terms between the 8q24 PC and PHS46+African, and 𝛽3 through 𝛽6 are the 

coefficients for the interaction terms between the first 4 global ancestry principal components 
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(globPC) and PHS46+African. The model was estimated using the entire African dataset, where 

each observation was weighted by a sample-weighting correction factor11,19 to account for 

differences between the case-control rate of our dataset and that observed in the general 

population. Controls were censored at the age of last follow-up. The p-value associated with 𝛽2 

was recorded for each of the 90 PCs from 8q24, after which the two principal components with 

the smallest p-values (𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛) were selected for further analysis. Only two components 

were selected in order to simplify the methodology and visualization of the dataset in this first 

analysis of the complex interactions of local ancestry on polygenic score performance. This two-

component selection also reflects what has often been used in the literature to estimate global 

ancestry classifications17.  

A Cox proportional hazards model was then estimated using both of the selected 

principal components (Eq. 2):  

𝐻𝑅 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [(𝛾1 + 𝛾2 × 𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝛾3 × 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛 +  ∑ 𝛾𝑗+3  ×  𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑃𝐶

4

𝑗=1

) ×  𝑃𝐻𝑆46 + 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛 ] 

The calibration factor (CF) for PHS46+African, as a function of 𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛, was defined 

as (Eq. 3):  

𝐶𝐹 =  𝛾1 +  𝛾2 × 𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 +  𝛾3 × 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛 

CF was formulated as the performance metric of interest in this study and can be used to 

quantify the variation in the coefficient of PHS46+African as a result of differences in the 

expression of variants within the 8q24 SNP window. Larger values of CF suggest stronger 

associations between the PHS46+African score and the age at diagnosis of prostate cancer. 

Individuals in the top 33rd, middle 33rd, and bottom 33rd percentiles of CF values were grouped 

into high-, middle- and low-calibration groups respectively. These groups were used to facilitate 

comparisons in CF between PHS models and dataset variables.  
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Comparison between PHS46 and PHS46+African in calibration groups 

Within each calibration group, a Cox proportional hazards model was fit using the age of 

diagnosis of any prostate cancer as the time-to-event and either PHS46+African or PHS46 as 

the sole predictor variable. PHS46 was estimated using SNP coefficients published previously9. 

Controls were censored at age at last follow-up. Models were fit using data only from that 

calibration group. For each of these group-based models, the explained relative risk (ERR)20 

was estimated as a measure of model goodness-of-fit. ERR was compared between the two 

PHS models to determine whether the improvement in performance between the models was 

evenly distributed across the calibration groups. Empirical confidence intervals for ERR were 

estimated using 1000 bootstrapped samples.  

 

Variation in dataset variables across calibration groups 

In order to identify differences in characteristics between calibration groups, a set of 

generalized linear models were fit to study the association between dataset variables (genetic 

count of three African-specific 8q24 SNPs, case-control status, and age at diagnosis of cases) 

and calibration groups. In each case, the dataset variable was set as the independent variable, 

while the calibration group classification (low/middle/high) was set as the predictor. Identity link 

functions were used for the continuous dataset variables (genetic count of three 8q24 SNPs, 

age at diagnosis of cases), whereas the logit link function was used for the binary variable 

(case-control status). Fitted models were then used to predict mean values of the dataset 

variables for each 2-PC region. In addition, a chi-squared test was used to determine whether 

any association existed between the contributing study (18 in total) and calibration group. 

 

Continental differences between calibration groups 

 The 1000 Genomes (1000G) dataset was used to identify potential differences in 

continental origins across calibration groups. The 1000G dataset is subdivided into 5 continental 
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groups: European, East Asian, admixed American, South Asian, and African individuals. 

Genetic counts for the 93-SNP 8q24 window for 2,504 individuals from the 1000G dataset were 

obtained from publicly available sources18. 𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛 scores were estimated using the 

same scaling factors and PC coefficients derived from the African dataset. CF and calibration 

groups for each individual in the 1000G dataset were estimated using Equation 3, and the 

percentile cutoffs derived from the African dataset. Chi-squared tests were used to test for 

associations between continental and calibration groups.  

 

Results  

Model interaction between 8q24 PCs and PHS46+African 

 The first (PC-1) and twentieth (PC-20) principal components had the two smallest p-

values (Supplementary Table 2) when estimating the Cox proportional hazards models, as 

formulated in Eq.1, for all 93 principal components of the 8q24 SNP window. These two 

principal components were thus selected as 𝑃𝐶1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝐶2

𝑚𝑖𝑛 and used to estimate the Cox 

proportional hazards model formulated in Eq. 2. (Table 1). No significant interactions ( = 0.05) 

were detected between global ancestry principal components and PHS46+African.  

 

Principal component coefficients and scaling factors needed to estimate PC-1 and PC-20 from 

the genetic counts of the 93 SNP-8q24 window are reported in the Supplementary Material 

(Supplementary Table 3). 

 

Calibration factor for PHS46+African  

 CF was plotted as a function PC-1 and PC-20 for every African individual in our dataset 

(Figure 2A). Qualitatively, the calibration factor tended to increase from high-PC-1/low-PC-20 to 

low-PC-1/high-PC-20 values from a minimum value of 0.41 to a maximum of 2.94. Grouping the 
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African individuals based on percentiles of CF (Figure 2B) demonstrates this pattern more 

conspicuously, as the middle calibration group clusters on the PC-1/PC-20 space as a diagonal 

band that neatly divides the high and low calibration groups.  

 To investigate the influence of limiting the analysis to PC-1 and PC-20, we also 

estimated a calibration factor using the three principal components with the smallest p-values 

for 𝛽2 in Equation 1. The resulting 3-PC calibration factor was highly correlated with CF (R2 = 

0.83), suggesting that similar trends would be observed if additional local ancestry PC’s were 

incorporated into the formulation of CF.  

 

Comparing explained relative risk (ERR) between calibration groups and across PHS models 

 Mean ERR values for both PHS46 and PHS46+African were greater for the high 

calibration group than for the low calibration group (Table 2). Improvement of ERR with addition 

of the three African-specific SNPs was estimated as the as the difference between the ERR 

values of PHS46+African and PHS46. The absolute improvement in ERR was comparable for 

all three calibration groups. 

 

Variation in dataset variables across 2-PC space 

 Fitted generalized linear models were used to predict mean values of case-fraction, age 

of cases, and genetic counts of three 8q24 SNPs for the calibration groups (Supplementary 

Table 4). No significant (p < 0.05) differences were found in the predicted age of cases across 

the groups. The predicted fraction of cases in the high-calibration group was lower (0.49) than 

that of the low-calibration group (0.53). The predicted mean genetic count of rs5013678 in the 

high-calibration group (0.27) was greater than that in the low-calibration (0.092) and middle-

calibration (0.17) groups. No statistically significant association was detected between 

contributing study and calibration group (Supplementary Table 5).  
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  As a post-hoc analysis, R2 values were estimated between case-control status and CF 

(0.0025) as well as between mean genetic count of rs5013678 and CF (0.039), suggesting that 

less than 4% of the variation in CF could be explained by each of these variables.  

 

Continental characterization of calibration groups  

 The 1000G dataset was mapped into the 2-dimensional space defined by PC-1 and PC-

20 and stratified by continental group (Figure 3). In general, individuals from the 1000G dataset 

mapped within the boundaries defined by the OncoArray African dataset. A statistically 

significant association (2 = 288, p < 0.001) was detected between continental and calibration 

groups in the 1000G dataset. Analysis of the standardized residuals of the test (Supplementary 

Table 6) revealed that the largest deviation from the expected cross-tabulation counts of the two 

variables was the greater-than-expected number of African individuals in the low-calibration 

group. Further analysis of the cross-tabulation between the 2 variables (Supplementary Table 7) 

revealed that the individuals of European origin made up the largest continental group within the 

high-calibration individuals (20%).   

 

Discussion  

 Genetic models developed predominantly with European data may widen health 

disparities. PHS46+African incorporates African-specific SNPs from 8q24 and improves 

performance in men of African ancestry, but we have demonstrated here that heterogeneity in 

local ancestry in 8q24 can affect performance gains. 

 We identified two principal components within the 8q24 region (PC-1 and PC-20) that 

were most strongly associated with the calibration factor of PHS46+African among men of 

African ancestry. These associations were estimated while co-varying for global ancestry 

principal components (Table 1), suggesting that the variation in performance of PHS46+African 

across men of African ancestry using local ancestry in 8q24 could not be explained by ancestral 
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differences estimated using the entire genome. The model-predicted CF values ranged from 

0.41 to 2.94 for the combinations of PC-1 and PC-20 found in our dataset, suggesting that 

PHS46+African was roughly 7 times more useful in stratifying risk in some individuals compared 

to others. Assigning individuals into three equally sized subsets based on thresholds of CF, we 

identified low-, middle-, and high-calibration groups within our dataset. The goodness-of-fit for 

PHS46+African in each of these groups, assessed using the explained relative risk, was also 

found to increase from low- to high-calibration group. Improvements in ERR were observed 

across all groups when PHS46+African was used instead of PHS46. 

 The discovery of PC-1 and PC-20 allows us to identify individuals for whom risk 

stratification using PHS46+African is expected to be less precise. Several strategies could be 

implemented to improve equity in performance of PHS46+African in men of African genetic 

ancestry. These strategies can be pursued simultaneously with essential work to increase the 

overall diversity of genetic studies. For example, efforts to discover additional SNPs in future 

datasets could include weighting of individuals according to their PC-1 and PC-20 values, in 

order to enrich discovery of SNPs that preferentially benefit those in the low-calibration group. In 

addition, SNP weights in PHS46+African might be re-estimated to account for variations in 

effect sizes with calibration group. The principal components can also be used prospectively to 

guide enrollment in genome wide association studies so as to ensure that individuals from low-

calibration groups are adequately represented in the datasets.  

 By cross-referencing our dataset with individuals from 1000 Genomes, we identified 

continent-level differences in calibration groups that suggest ancestral origins for the genetic 

relatedness defined by PC-1 and PC-20. The mapping of 1000G data into the 2-dimensional 

space defined by PC-1 and PC-20 may provide clues as to the underlying variation in CF. 46 of 

the 49 SNPs used in PHS46+African were discovered in a dataset consisting entirely of men 

with European genetic ancestry. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the high-calibration group 

overlapped substantially with men of European ancestry, as defined by 1000G. However, 
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certain continental groups that were not explicitly used in training of model weights, such as 

South Asian and admixed American, also exhibited overlap with the high-calibration group 

(Supplementary Table 7). On the opposite end of the spectrum, the low-calibration group 

overlapped with primarily African and East Asian men. Further investigation into pockets of 

reference groups, from 1000G and other datasets, that share common values of PC-1 and PC-

20 may reveal ancestral linkages that may help to predict which ancestral groups or datasets a 

model is most likely to perform well in.  

There are several limitations to the current analysis to consider. We studied the same 

dataset that was used to identify the 3 African-specific SNPs. Therefore, the dependence of 

PHS46+African on PC-1 and PC-20 will need to be validated in independent test sets to ensure 

generalizability of findings. Our study is further limited by a relatively small number of 

observations compared to those found in larger, often predominantly European, genome-wide 

association studies. While a larger dataset would allow us to more robustly estimate model 

coefficients, the mapping of 1000G data into the same 2-dimensional space suggests that our 

current sample accurately portrays the extent of variation in the 8q24 SNP window (Figure 3). In 

addition, the calibration groups were selected based on arbitrary thresholds of CF and were 

used solely to simplify the analysis. Further investigations will be required to determine whether 

distinct subpopulations, based on ancestral relatedness, may exist in the 2-dimensional PC 

space. Furthermore, 8q24 was chosen to investigate effects in dependence of PHS 

performance on local ancestry because of substantial evidence supporting the importance of 

this region of the genome to the prediction of prostate cancer in men of African ancestry. The 

techniques described in this study can be used, in the future, to investigate local ancestry 

effects across the genome. Lastly, the dataset used in this analysis may only reflect a fraction of 

the diversity that is present in men of African genetic ancestry. As such, we are most likely 

under-estimating the variation in real-world performance of PHS46+African in this population.  
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 In conclusion, we used local PC analysis to identify axes of variation within the 8q24 

SNP window that were strongly associated with the performance of PHS46+African. Mapping 

our dataset onto these axes revealed that PHS46+African may meaningfully underperform in 

certain individuals of African genetic ancestry. Investigation into the origins of both high- and 

low-performing groups can be used to generate a model that is more equitable in performance 

across subpopulations of men with African ancestry.   
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Figures  

Figure 1. Definition of 8q24 SNP window. A window spanning roughly 15 kbp in either 

direction from the three 8q24 SNPs (rs76229939, rs74421890, rs5013678) was defined as the 

8q24 SNP window.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. A. CF as a function of PC-1 and PC-20. Calibration factor (CF, Eq. 3) plotted as a 

function of PC-1 and PC-20. Each point represents an African individual. The calibration factor 

tended to increase from high-PC-1/low-PC-20 (bottom right corner) to low-PC-1/high-PC-20 (top 

left corner) values. B. Calibration groups as a function of PC-1 and PC-20. Individuals from 

the African dataset classified into low-(red points, minimum to 33rd percentile), middle-(green 

points, 33rd to 67th percentile), and high-(blue points, 67th to maximum) calibration groups.  
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Figure 3. 1000G dataset mapped to PC-1 and PC-20. 2,504 individuals from the 1000G 

dataset (purple dots) were mapped onto the 2-dimensional space defined by PC-1 and PC-20. 

Each pane represents a different continental group: African, admixed American, East Asian, 

European, and South Asian. The mapping is overlaid on a grayscale version of Figure 2B (i.e., 

gray dots represent individuals in the African-Ancestry Dataset used in the present study).  
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Table 1. Coefficients of Cox model estimating interactions between PC and 

PHS46+African. Estimates of coefficients from the Cox proportional hazards model describing 

the association between age of onset of any prostate cancer as the time-to-event, and 

interactions between 8q24 PCs (PC-1, PC-20) and PHS46+African as the predictors. The model 

also included interaction terms between the first 4 global ancestry PCs and PHS46+African as 

covariables.  

 

Coefficient Associated predictor Estimate p-value 

𝛾1 PHS46+African 1.55 < 1E-16 

𝛾2 PC-1 x PHS46+African -0.049 7.36 E-6 

𝛾3 PC-20 x PHS46+African 0.21 5.84 E-5 

𝛾4 

Global Ancestry PC(1-4) x 

PHS46+African 

7.34 0.29 

𝛾5 -14.71 0.33 

𝛾6 -3.97 0.42 

𝛾7 -2.86 0.54 
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Table 2. ERR for PHS46+African and PHS46. Mean explained relative risk (ERR) values were 

tabulated for each of calibration groups using either PHS46 or PHS46+African models. No 

statistically significant differences in absolute improvement in ERR were observed for any of the 

calibration groups. Values are tabulated as mean [95% confidence interval].  

 

Calibration 

group 
PHS46+African PHS46 Improvement in ERR 

low 0.036 [0.019, 0.059] 0.013 [0.004, 0.028] 0.023 [0.011, 0.039] 

middle 0.056 [0.036, 0.083] 0.018 [0.007, 0.036] 0.037 [0.021, 0.055] 

high 0.099 [0.068, 0.135] 0.041 [0.022, 0.069] 0.058 [0.035, 0.083] 

 


